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David Workman’s new book: An Author Tells All 
 
Pacific Northwest author David L. Workman’s new book, An Author Tells All, 
documents the power of the written word to change your life. It’s the story of big 
surprises, and more, that resulted from writing and publishing his 2015 memoir, Letter 
from Alabama, which has had a 20-month run as an Amazon Kindle bestseller.  
 
For more about Workman and his books, visit his Facebook page:  
https://m.facebook.com/DavidLWorkmanAuthor/. 
Or visit the Workman & Associates website: Www.workman-inc.com. 

 
 Reviewer reaction to An Author Tells All 
 

Doug Erlandson, an Amazon “Top 100 Reviewer,” gives the new 
book 5 Stars, and says: “Workman does a great job of talking 
about his experience in writing, self-publishing, and promoting his 
book, noting what works, and to some extent, what doesn’t . . . .  
“An Author Tells All” is concisely written . . . . Despite its 
relatively short length, it is a treasure trove of useful information.” 
 
 Amazon lists the book as 83 Kindle eBook pages. 

 
             More about Letter from Alabama 

 
Workman’s 2015 memoir is a true story of two children orphaned and abandoned, then 
saved by grace, love, and a startling letter. Since its initial release, Letter from Alabama 
has averaged 4 Stars from Amazon reader-reviewers (based on 46 reviews). The memoir 
is recommended by the Midwest Book Review (August 2015) and Donovan’s Literary 
Services / California Bookwatch (September 2015).  Midwest calls it a “compelling and 
inherently fascinating read from beginning to end” and “an extraordinary and 
heartwarming account.” Letter from Alabama is available in paperback at several 
independent book stores and public libraries around the USA, and for online order at 
Barnes & Noble, and at Powell’s Books, and at Amazon Books.  
 
Letter from Alabama and An Author Tells All also are available as Kindle eBooks: 
https://www.amazon.com/David-L.-Workman/e/B00VQWTKXY. 
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